PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS

ARTEX ELT 4000 GPS / 406 / 121.5

The ARTEX ELT 4000 is a transport-grade Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) that utilizes alkaline batteries. This innovative power source means that the ELT 4000 is compliant exempt from FAA special condition requirements. ARTEX ELT 4000 cost of ownership benefits include a lower battery expense per cycle, no hazmat shipping and easy disposal. An integrated NAV interface (ARINC429) omits the requirement and expense of installing a separate Navigation interface. The ARTEX ELT 4000 provides a quick-and-easy retrofit opportunity with flexible installation options such as a two-wire remote switch that does not require any aircraft power. ELT 4000 is TSO approved with Legacy Switch and Antenna Systems to facilitate retrofit. Because it is a single output ELT, the ARTEX ELT 4000 utilizes the same RF output and only one coax cable to transmit both the beacon’s second signal, a 121.5 MHz transmission, and find the user. The beacon’s second signal, a 121.5 MHz transmission, and find the user. ...............................................................P/N 11-11997 ........249.95
Canada Version. ..................................................P/N 11-11884 ........237.95

ARTEX PLB

The ARTEX PLB features an industry-leading small size and lightweight design—easily fitting into a pocket or life vest without impeding activity and taking up minimal space—ensuring it is readily accessible in an emergency. Effortlessly operated with one hand even under the most challenging conditions, the ARTEX PLB is activated by extending the antenna and flipping up the spring-loaded protective cover, designed to prevent unintentional activation, and then pressing the ON button. The ARTEX PLB (8110) features remote mounting, buoyancy pouch, and lanyard. P/N 11-16304 ........629.00

MCMURDO FASTFIND 220 PLB WITH GPS USA

The FAST FIND 220A PLB is a simple, lightweight, and floatable distress beacon that comes with a buoyancy pouch. This device relies on the 406 MHz frequency to transmit the user’s unique ID and precise GPS location to the global satellite network. Within minutes search and rescue services (SAR) are alerted and continue to receive regular position updates. Once within range a search and rescue team can home in on the beacon’s second signal, a 121.5 MHz transmission, and find the user. ...............................................................P/N 11-11997 ........249.95
Canada Version. ..................................................P/N 11-11884 ........237.95

ACR AQUALINK PLUS BUOYANT PLB-375

SPOT 3 SATELLITE GPS MESSENGER

SPOT Gen3 - The latest in the line of SPOT rugged satellite GPS messengers, the SPOT Gen3 keeps you connected even when you're off-the-grid. Using the power of satellite technology SPOT works virtually anywhere in the world. Check in with your personal and professional networks, send custom messages and let others track your location in real-time via Google Maps™. In an emergency, transmit an SOS with your location to GEOSS International Emergency Response Coordination Center. Key Differences: SPOT 3 vs SPOT 2: Longer battery life - more reliable, Smaller size - easier to travel with, Internal vibration sensor to only send tracking when moving, - more efficient, Vibration sensor also enables us to provide the new Unlimited Tracking service - ability to transmit indefinitely, New Movement Messaging - theft alerting capability. Variable rates in Track Mode (30 min, 15, 10, 5, 2) - more customizable, and much more. P/N 11-11503 ........149.95

ACR AQUALINK VIEW

The Aqualink™ View broadcasts a unique registered distress signal that not only tells rescuers where you are, but who you are. The onboard GPS can fix your position to within 100 meters and then utilizes a powerful 406 MHz signal to relay your distress call to orbiting satellites. As local Search and Rescue is deployed, a separate homing signal and integrated LED strobe light guide rescuers to your exact location. Features: 3 levels of integrated signal technology - GPS positioning, a powerful 406 MHz satellite signal and 121.5 MHz homing beacon Super bright integrated strobe. No float pouch required – Self Buoyant. Allows for multiple testing/display of GPS coordinates. Typical Performance 35 Hours. On-board 96 Channel GPS Reflective Keypad. Made in the U.S.A. USA ................. P/N 11-10943 ........359.00
Canada .......... P/N 11-10944 ........359.00

ACR RESQLINK 406 PLB WITH GPS

At 4.6 oz, the ResQLink™ weighs less than a couple of energy bars. And topping just 3.9 inches, it's smaller than the cell phone in your pocket. Full-powered, GPS-enabled rescue beacon designed for anglers, pilots and back country sportmen. With three levels of integrated signal technology - GPS positioning, a powerful 406 MHz signal, and 121.5 MHz homing capability - the ResQLink™ quickly and accurately relays your position to a worldwide network of search and rescue satellites. A built-in strobe light provides visibility during night rescues. USA Version .......... P/N 11-100055 ........289.95
Canada Version .......... P/N 11-11357 .......275.95

ACR RESQLINK PLUS BUOYANT PLB-375

At 5.4 oz and topping just 4.5 inches, the ResQLink+ is clipped to a backpack or stored inside an inflatable life jacket. The onboard GPS can fix your position to within 100 meters and then utilizes a powerful 406 MHz signal to relay your distress call to orbiting satellites. As local Search and Rescue is deployed, a separate homing signal and integrated LED strobe light guide rescuers to your exact location. Features: 3 levels of integrated signal technology - internal GPS, powerful 406 MHz satellite signal and 121.5 MHz homing capability - the ResQLink+™ quickly and accurately relays your position to a worldwide network of search and rescue satellites. A built-in strobe light provides visibility during night rescues. USA Version .......... P/N 11-109241 .........425.00
Canada Version .......... P/N 11-10406 .........425.00

SPOT TRACE THEFT-ALERT TRACKING DEVICE

Using 100% satellite technology, SPOT Trace tracks your most valuable assets beyond the reach of cellular coverage, using your smart phone or computer. With SPOT Trace, receive text/email messages when movement is detected and select from 2, 5, 15, 30 or 60 minute tracking intervals. SPOT Trace includes: multiple mounting and power options (including rechargeable batteries and line power) and a compact, durable, lightweight design. SPOT Trace is waterproof rated IPX7 and includes a dock mode option that is designed specifically for monitoring assets typically stored on the water. Affordable and easy to use, SPOT Trace is the ultimate theft-alert tracking device for your aircraft, watercrafts, automobiles, and other valuables. P/N 11-12224 ........99.95

SPOT X 2-WAY SATELLITE MESSENER

SPOT X provides 2-way satellite messaging so you can stay connected to family, friends, and colleagues whenever you’re outside of cellular range, including direct communication with Search & Rescue services in case of life-threatening emergency. SPOT X even provides you with your own personal professional networks, send custom messages and lets others track your location in real-time via Google Maps™. Using the power of satellite technology SPOT works virtually anywhere in the world. Check in with your personal and professional networks, send custom messages and let others track your location in real-time via Google Maps™. In an emergency, transmit an SOS with your location to GEOSS International Emergency Response Coordination Center. Key Differences: SPOT 3 vs SPOT 2: Longer battery life - more reliable, Smaller size - easier to travel with, Internal vibration sensor to only send tracking when moving, - more efficient, Vibration sensor also enables us to provide the new Unlimited Tracking service - ability to transmit indefinitely, New Movement Messaging - theft alerting capability. Variable rates in Track Mode (30 min, 15, 10, 5, 2) - more customizable, and much more. P/N 11-11503 ........149.95

SPOT GEN3 - LITE THREAT-ALERT TRACKING DEVICE

SPOT X provides 2-way satellite messaging so you can stay connected to family, friends, and colleagues whenever you’re outside of cellular range, including direct communication with Search & Rescue services in case of life-threatening emergency. SPOT X even provides you with your own personal professional networks, send custom messages and lets others track your location in real-time via Google Maps™. Using the power of satellite technology SPOT works virtually anywhere in the world. Check in with your personal and professional networks, send custom messages and let others track your location in real-time via Google Maps™. In an emergency, transmit an SOS with your location to GEOSS International Emergency Response Coordination Center. Key Differences: SPOT 3 vs SPOT 2: Longer battery life - more reliable, Smaller size - easier to travel with, Internal vibration sensor to only send tracking when moving, - more efficient, Vibration sensor also enables us to provide the new Unlimited Tracking service - ability to transmit indefinitely, New Movement Messaging - theft alerting capability. Variable rates in Track Mode (30 min, 15, 10, 5, 2) - more customizable, and much more. P/N 11-11503 ........149.95

RESCUE ME PLB1 PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACON

The rescueMe PLB1 can be operated with a single hand in even the most challenging situations. There are NO CHARGES to use the service. When activated the rescueMe PLB1 transmits your position and your ID to a Rescue Coordination Center. USA ................. P/N 13-15036 ........249.00
Canada Version .......... P/N 13-15492 .........389.00
Replacement Battery .......... P/N 13-20227 .........574.92

BENDIX KING AEROAVE TEXT & TRACK

AeroWave Text and Track is a compact and robust two-way texting, global tracking, SOS, and text weather device. It is the ideal solution for industrial, enterprise, maritime, aviation, and security environments where remote workforces and individuals need robust and reliable communication. The Personal Tracker’s 2-way messaging and tracking capabilities offer peace of mind in a portable design. P/N 11-110825 ........288.95

RESQME WHITE PLB1 PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACON

The RESQME White PLB1 can be operated with a single hand in even the most challenging situations. There are NO CHARGES to use the service. When activated the RESQME PLB1 transmits your position and your ID to a Rescue Coordination Center. USA ................. P/N 13-15036 ........249.00
Canada Version .......... P/N 13-15492 .........389.00
Replacement Battery .......... P/N 13-20227 .........574.92
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